
Making the right choice between the various pension payout options can mean the difference between  
a comfortable retirement and one that is financially tight.  

Married couples, where one spouse is retiring as a participant in a pension or defined benefit plan, must choose between 
getting payments for the lifetime of the participant, or receiving smaller payments over the lifetimes of both spouses. 

The retiree must grapple with many questions:

1.  What is the likelihood that the retiring spouse will die first?

2.  Is the difference between the single-life benefit and the joint-life benefit enough to justify the risk of choosing  
the higher benefit?

3.  What strategies are available to mitigate the risk of choosing a single-life benefit?

Those struggling to answer these questions should consider the possibility of choosing the pension maximization 
(Pension Max) strategy.

The Situation

Let’s take a look at Bill and Karen to see how Pension Max may be the right strategy for them. Bill and Karen are age 
60 and are five years away from retiring. They have three adult children. Bill is a participant in a defined benefit plan 
at his current employer. He has asked the employer for the projected retirement benefits that will be paid by the plan. 
If Bill picks the life-only option, he will be entitled to $3000/month. However, upon Bill’s death, that $3000/month 
ceases. If Bill chooses the 100% joint and survivor benefit, he and Karen will receive $2000/month while at least 
one of them is still living. For example, if Bill dies, Karen will continue to receive the $2000/month and vice-versa. 
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A Strategy

Bill’s advisor recommends that he consider taking the larger payout, $3,000 per month, and using a portion of the extra 
amount to purchase a permanent life plan on Bill’s life. His advisor has projected that if Bill were to die at age 65, 
a death benefit of $338,000 would be able to provide Karen with $2,0001 per month until her age 90, 25 years. Each 
year Bill lives beyond age 65 reduces the years between Karen’s current age and age 90. As a result, if Bill were to die 
in a later year, the initial life insurance amount would support a potentially greater annual withdrawal for Karen, ensuring 
funds available beyond her age 90 or provide an additional legacy for Bill’s and Karen’s heirs.2 Bill is in good health and 
can buy the insurance coverage for $431/month. Assuming Bill’s early post-retirement death at age 65, the policy 
would provide the following options: 

 •   A $338,000 lump sum death benefit that would be available to Karen should she need it, or

 •  Generate $2,0001/month for Karen — exactly equal to the joint and survivor benefit identified above  
(assuming a 3% interest rate on the invested death benefit) for 25 years,

 •  Provide Karen with cash for supplemental income during her lifetime if she would rather take a lump sum instead 
of monthly income at a future date,

 •  Any amount left at Karen’s death would be available for their children, something that wouldn’t be available with 
the pension benefit.     

If Karen dies before Bill, he can surrender the policy and continue to get his “life-only” pension amount, supplement 
his pension with the policy’s cash values, or he can choose to continue the policy and increase his childrens’ inheritance.

Years
Life Only Annual Pension 

Increase over J & S Benefit
Premium Per Year Death Benefit2 Potential Monthly 

Withdrawal Amount1

1 $12,000 $6,137 $338,000 0

5 $12,000 $6,137 $338,000 $2,000/month

10 $12,000 $6,137 $338,000 $2,000/month

15 $12,000 $6,137 $338,000 $2,000/month

20 $12,000 $6,137 $338,000 $2,000/month

25 $12,000 $6,137 $338,000 $2,000/month

Even though the premiums begin pre-retirement, the flexibility that the plan offers — as well as the enhanced benefit 
for Bill and Karen at retirement make Pension Max a good strategy for them. 

1 Before Tax Equivalent assuming a 28% Tax Bracket.
2 This is a supplemental illustration and must be read in conjunction with the basic illustration. The basic illustration contains values using the 
same underwriting assumptions as this supplement at both guaranteed charges and guaranteed interest rates and contains other important 
information. The values represented here are for a $338,000 BrightLife Protect® Policy with level death benefit on a 60-year-old man preferred 
non-smoker and assumes current charges. If they were to receive a 0% gross rate of return and maximum charges were assessed on the policy, 
the policy would fail in year 30, by which point $184,110 of cumulative premium would have been paid. The values here are intended to offer 
a hypothetical representation based on illustrated rates when this marketing item went to print in May 2017.  Actual results will vary based on 
the underwriting classification and crediting rate offered when an illustration is on a different date.  Please review a basic illustration containing 
values based on your own individual age and underwriting class containing both guaranteed charges and guaranteed interest rates as well as 
other important information.  Your financial professional can provide you a copy of the basic illustration.



Pension Max is not a fit for every situation. It works best where: 

 •   Clients are in the 55–60-year-old (pre-retirement) age group where there is a defined benefit pension benefit. 

 •   There is a significant difference between the single-life and joint-life benefit amounts. 

 •   The participant spouse is healthy and can buy insurance at a reasonable price.

 •   Only a portion of the single-life benefit amount will be needed for life insurance.

 •   The life insurance on the plan participant can be purchased at a reasonable price.

 •   There are no valuable benefits that an employer provides that hinge on choosing the joint and survivor benefit.

Is Pension Maximization Right for You? 

It depends on a number of factors, such as your financial situation, health, objectives, and the options and benefits you 
have under your employer’s retirement plan. Your financial, legal and tax advisors can assist you with your decisions 
and in developing the strategy that is most appropriate for you.

IMPORTANT NOTE

AXA believes that education is a key step toward addressing your financial goals, and we’ve designed this material to serve simply as an informational 
and educational resource. Accordingly, this flyer does not offer or constitute investment advice and makes no direct or indirect recommendation of any 
particular product or of the appropriateness of any particular investment-related option. Your needs, goals and circumstances are unique, and they 
require the individualized attention of your financial professional. But for now, take some time just to learn more.

The policy premium and death benefit amounts used for this case are intended only to help demonstrate the planning concept discussed and not to 
promote the sale of a specific product. The rates are broadly representative of rates that would apply for a policy of this type and size for Insureds of 
good health in the ages mentioned. To determine how this approach would work with your clients, individual illustrations should be prepared or 
requested for your review. If different rates were used, there might be significantly different results.

Life insurance is issued by AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company, New York, NY and co-distributed by AXA Network, LLC and AXA Distributors, LLC. 
Variable life insurance is co-distributed by affiliates AXA Advisors, LLC and AXA Distributors, LLC. Both are located at 1290 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York, NY 10104.

AXA Equitable, AXA Advisors, AXA Network, AXA Distributors, and their agents and representatives do not provide tax and legal advice.

The information provided is based on our general understanding of the subject matter and is for informational purposes only. You should seek the 
guidance of competent legal and tax counsel before making final investment or planning decisions.

Please be advised that this document is not intended as legal or tax advice. Accordingly, any tax information provided in this document is not intended 
or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. The tax 
information was written to support the promotion or marketing of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed, and you should seek advice based on 
your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.

“AXA” is the brand name of AXA Equitable Financial Services, LLC and its family of companies, including AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company (NY, 
NY), MONY Life Insurance Company of America (AZ stock company, administrative office: Jersey City, NJ), AXA Advisors, LLC, and AXA Distributors, LLC. 
AXA S.A. is a French holding company for a group of international insurance and financial services companies, including AXA Equitable Financial 
Services, LLC. This brand name change does not change the legal name of any of the AXA Equitable Financial Services, LLC companies. The obligations 
of AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company and MONY Life Insurance Company of America are backed solely by their claims-paying ability.
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